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Launching multiple satellites on a Falcon 9 Rocket
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Space Exploration Technologies Corp, known around the world
as SpaceX, is launching it's own constellation of broadband data
communication satellites to provide internet services that it
hopes will pay for it's further explorations of Mars. SpaceX has
plans to deploy nearly 12,000 satellites in three orbital shells by
the mid-2020s: initially placing approximately 1600 in a 550kilometer (340 mi)-altitude shell, subsequently placing ~2800 Ku
- and Ka-band spectrum sats at 1,150 km (710 mi) and ~7500 Vband sats at 340 km (210 mi).
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as to provide competitively-priced service to urban areas. Moreover, SpaceX has indicated that the positive cash flow from selling satellite internet services would be necessary to fund SpaceX
plans for Mars.
The first stage of the Falcon 9 booster will land on the autonomous barge more than 600 miles up the Atlantic coast from
Cape Canaveral. The landing retro-fire may be visible from the
shore of North Carolina.

.

While two test satellites were placed in orbit last year, today's
launch will put the first 'batch' of 60 operational satellites into
orbit. These are considered 'test satellites', as they do not have
the inter-satellite commuications planned for follow-on sats in
the constellation. Inter-satellite links will allow faster internet
connections without multiple 'hops' via ground stations.
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SpaceX has articulated the explicit goal of providing broadband
internet connectivity to underserved areas of the Earth, as well
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